Terms and Conditions for participation in the “Atlas” program

1. Every participating Host Company should read these terms carefully before participating in the "Atlas - Central Support System for University Student Internships" program. The participation of each Host Company in the "Atlas" program implies explicit and unconditional acceptance of these terms.

2. The participant Host Company in the "Atlas" program declares and accepts explicitly and without reservation that all of their actions within the Project’s Information System will abide by these terms and conditions and the applicable law.


4. With the Participation Certificate, the participant HC authorizes legally a natural person, who becomes responsible for the "Atlas" program and automatically accepts the terms and conditions for the participation in the Program and is required to comply with them. Any act or omission by the authorized contact person is considered an act or omission of the Host Company, which is entirely responsible.

5. The participant HC is required to accept and assume any claim raised by GRNET SA and exempt GRNET SA and their directors, officers, employees, partners and agents from any liability for damages, expenses (including legal fees), judgments and any other costs or claims by third parties that may result from violations of the current legislation, when entering the Internship position in the project’s Information System and / or during the course of the internship by the students.

6. The participant HC explicitly and solemnly declares that all recorded information is accurate and true. The participant HC is the only responsible to update the registered details in case of any change.

7. The management and protection of personal data of the participant HC are subject to these terms and the relevant provisions of Greek and European law for the general protection of individuals with regard to processing of personal data and privacy of communications, as interpreted by decisions of competent independent Administrative Authorities. In any case GRNET SA reserves the right to change the terms of protection of personal data upon notification of the participating Host Companies via this website. GRNET SA is not involved in any way in any dispute which may arise between third natural or legal persons involved in the "ATLAS" program.

8. Participation in the program involves the explicit and unconditional consent of the HC to a. registration of their personal data in a file that is kept for them, and b. modification of them by GRNET SA in the implementation of this project according to the provisions of N.2472/1997 as applicable. As such, GRNET SA may use personal information to contact participating Host Companies and inform them on issues related to the project. GRNET SA safeguards the personal nature of the information provided by the participating Host Companies and may not convey it without their consent to any third party (natural or legal) for any reason, with exceptions resulting from relevant provisions of law and to the relevant authorities only.

9. GRNET may amend / update these terms without any prior notice. For this reason, whenever using the online service “Atlas”, every user must check the applicable terms of use, since participation in the “Atlas” program implies explicit and unconditional acceptance of these terms.